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Abstract 
Holmes, M.R., There is a continuum which is connected by uniformly short paths but not uniformly 
path connected, Topology and its Applications 42 (1991) 17-23. 
David Bellamy defined the concept of connectedness by uniformly short paths and asked whether 
it was equivalent to the notion of uniform path connectedness. A counterexample is described. 
Some definitions: for a positive real number e, a Peano conti.mum has “e-length” s an integer 
n iff it is the union of a chain of n Peano continua of diameter less than e. A continuum (compact 
connected metric space) X is “uniformly path connected” iff there is a family P of paths such 
that for each a, 6 in X, there is a path in P from a to 6, and for each e there is an N such that 
the e-length of the ‘image of each path in P is G N. A continuum is “connected by uniformly 
short paths” iff for each e there is a number N such that for each pair of points a, b in X there 
is a path from a to b whose image has e-length s Iv, (The definition of e-length given is more 
concise than that given in the paper). 
Keywords: Connected, path connected, uniform!y path connected, connected by uniformly short 
paths, continuum. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54, 54F, 54G. 
1. Introduction 
In [ 11, Bellamy defined the concept of connectedness by unifom!y short paths, and 
asked whether it was equivalent to the cowept of uniform path comectedness first 
defined in [2]. We exhibit a cou ted the concept in 
connection with a conjecture of 
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connected continuum is locally connected; he was trying to show that every such 
continuum is uniformly path connected, but the result he obtained was that every 
such continuum is connected by uniformly short paths; he then asked whether the 
two concepts are equivalent. We answer this question in the negative. 
efioitions and lemma 
Definition 2.1. For X a metric space, e a positive real number, w a path in X 
(continuous function from [0, l] to X), we say that the e-length of w is less than 
or equal to a positive integer n exactly if there are 0 = x0 < x1 < l 9 9 < xn-, < -u, = 1 
such that for each positive integer i s r~, the diameter of the image under w of 
[xi-,, xi] is less than e. 
Definition 2.2. A metric space X is uniformly path connected exactly if there is a 
family P of paths in X such that ior any a, 6 in X there is a path w such that 
w(0) = a and w( 1) = 6, and such that for any positive real number e there is a 
positive integer ZV4 such that the e-length of each path in P is less than or equal to 
N,- 
Definition 2.3. A metric space X is connected by uniformly short paths exactly if for 
each positive real number e there is a positive integer N, such that for each u, 6 in 
X there is a path w in X such that w(0) = Q, w(1) = 6, and the e-length of w is less 
than or equal to N,. 
It should be obvious that any space which is uniformly path connected is connected 
by uniformly short paths. 
Definition 2.4. To construct a j-fold on a line segment [a, b] in R3 is to do the 
following: choose rays A, B perpendicular to [a, b] with endpoints a, 6 respectively, 
and such that any line between a point on A and a point on B intersects [CL, 61; A 
and B lie in the same plane on opposite sides of [a, b]. Then choose points 
u=u,,u,,..., Uj on A such that d( 0, ai) < d (a, uk) exactly if i < k, f’w CYF% k. 
Choose points b,, 6, , . . . 9 bj= b such that d(b, bi)Cd(b, 6,) exactly if i> k, for 
each k. The j-fold will be the union of all segments [ai, bi] for nonnegative integers 
i “j, and segments [ai, bi-I] for positive integers i +. These segments will be referred 
to as the constituent segments of the j-fold. Note that the j-fold is topologically an 
arc from u to b, that each constituent segment is longer than [a, 61, and that the 
diameter of the j-fold can be made as close to d (a, 6) as desired by choosing the 
ai and 6, close enough to u and 6 respectively. 
Definition 2.5. The following subset of OX3 will be referred to as C: the union of the 
line segment [(O,O, O), (l,O, 0)], which will be called A, the segment 
[ (0, 0, 0), (0, 1, O)], which will be referred to as B, and, for each nonnegative integer 
i, the segment [(1/2’,0iOj, (l/2’, l,Oj], twhich will be referred to as Bi* 
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Definition 2.6. To construct a j-connector on Bi within distance e will be to do the 
following: choose a segment [a, b] parallel to Bi such that the distances from a to 
(l/2’, 0,O) and from E to ( 1/2i, 1,O) are positive and less than e, the point a is on 
the segment A, and ‘2 < d(a, 6) C 1. Divide the segment [a, b] into 2’ congruent 
segments meeting only at endpoints. Construct i-folds on each of these segments, 
satisfying the following conditions: all of the i-folds lie in the same plane, which 
is not the plane of C; where two segments meet at an endpoint, the rays from that 
endpoint used in the construction of the two corresponding i-folds are diametrically 
opposite; the diameter of each i-fold is greater than l/2’+’ and less than 1/2j (this 
is possible because the lengths of the congruent segments atisfy the same condition), 
and the diameter of their union is strictly between 5 and 1; and no point of any 
i-fold is on Bi or at a distance greater than e from Bi. The union of these i-folds 
is the desired j-connector on Bie The constituent segments of the i-foids may also 
be referred to as constituent segments of the j-co;mector. Note that the j-connector 
is an arc, that the l/2’-length of a homeomorphism from [0, l] onto thej-connector 
is <2-( but its l/2’+‘-length is 2(2i+ 1)2’+‘, since the diameter of each constituent 
segment of the j-connector is greater than l/2’+‘. 
Lemma 2.7, For any countable union sf line segments Y in R3, points a and a’ in Y 
and open set 0 in R3, there is a point b in 0 such that neither (a, b] nor (a’, b] meets 
y. 
Proof. We claim that for any countable union Y of line segments in R3, and point 
a in Y, the set B of points 0 such that (a, b] does not meet Y is comeager in R3. 
B is the intersection of countably many sets Bi = (b in R3 1 (a, b] does not meet 
[xi, yi]}, where Y is the union of the intervals [Xi, vi]. Each of these sets is open 
and dense, so B is comeager. 
Construct sets B and B’ related to a and a’ respectively as B is to a in the 
statement of the claim of the previous paragraph. B and B’ are comeager by the 
argument of the preceding paragraph, so their intersection is comeager, thus dense. 
Choose b from the intersection of B, B’, and 0. The proof of the lemma is 
cxLpkte. II 
3. Construction of the space X 
Construction 3.1. The continuum X will be the union of C, certain connectors, and 
certain “additional line segments”. The connectors to be included in X are chosen 
as follows: on each Bi, construct a sequence of connectors, the first within 1/2’+2 
of Bi, and each subsequent connector within a distance from Bi less than half the 
distance from Bi to any point of the previous connector. These choices of distances 
guarantee that none of the connectors, on the same or different Bi, will intersect 
one another. The types of the connectors are determined according to the following 
sequence: 0, 0, 1, 0, 1,2,0,1,2,3, . . . , l in other words, the rst connxt~ I- - each 
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sequence is a O-connector, the second is a O-connector, the third is a l-connector, 
and so on. Note that there will be a countable infinity of j-connectors on Bi for 
each j and i. 
Fix Bi. We set up an association between connectors on Bi and constituent 
segments of con,,ectors on Bi, as follows. List the constituent segments of all the 
connectors on Bim For, each segment in turn, do the following: the segment is on a 
j-connector, for some j. For each nonnegative integer k s j + 1, associate with the 
segment the farthest k-connector from Bi which is closer to Bi than the j-connector 
the segment is on and which has not been associated with any earlier segment. Note 
that each segment of a j-connector is thus associated with one k-connector for each 
k = j + 1 and each connector is associated with at most one segment (some con- 
nectors, such as the first O-connector on Bi, are not associated with any segment). 
Define such an association on the connectors and segments on each Bim 
Now we complete the construction of X. Fix Bi. For each connector on Bi, in 
order of decreasing distance from Bi, do the following. The connector is associated 
with at most one constituent segment of another connector farther from Bi. If it is 
not associated with such a segment, do nothing. If it is associated with a segment, 
construct additional line segments to be included in X, as follows: Let (I be the 
endpoint of the connector which is on A, b be the other endpoint of the connector, 
and p be the midpoint of the associated segment. Choose a point c which is closer 
to (l/2’, 0,O) than 4 is, at a distance grratcr than f from 6 (possible because 
d( a, b) > $ by construction), and such that (b, c] and ( p, c] do not meet C, any 
connector on Big or any “additional line segments” constructed earlier. This is 
possible by Lemma 2.7. The segments [b, c] and [ p, c] are included in X. Perform 
this construction on each Bi. This completes the construction of X. Note that 
“additional line segments” constructed on different Bi cannot intersect one another 
because they are too close to their respective Bi. 
4. Proof of the theorem 
Theorem 4.1. The space X constructed in the previous section is a cotiiirlutim und is 
connected by uniformly short paths but not uniformly path connected. 
Proof. X is a continuum, because for any e> 0, all but finitely many of the line 
segments making up X are within distance e of C. Thus any convergent sequence 
in X not eventually confined to one constituent line segment of X will converge to 
a point on C or the endpoint of a segment. 
X is connected by uniformly short paths. It is sufficient to show that for any 
positive real number e, there is a positive integer N, such that for any point p in 
X, there is a path from p to (0, 0,O) with e-length less than or equal to N, ; to get 
a path from p to an arbitrary 4, simply “patch together*’ the short paths from p and 
q to the origin to get a path from p ts q ef +-length less than or equal to 2N~S6 
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Fix a positive real number e. choose j such that l/2’ < e. Let p be a point of X. 
There are five cases to be considered: p may be on C, p may be on a j-connector, 
p may be on a k-connector for k > j, p may be on a k-connector for k <j, or p may 
be on an “additional line segment”. 
We need c&aim facts about the l/2’-lengths of certain paths in X. We observed 
above that the l/2’-length of a homeomorphism from [0, l] onto a j-connector is 
s2’. We also need to establish an upper bound on the l/2’-length of any pair of 
“additional line segments”. The distance from any point q on a connector on & to 
(l/2’, 0,O) is less than 1 (which is greater than the distance from q to the endpoint 
of the connector on /i) 9: (which is greater than the distance from the endpoint of 
the connector on A to (l/2’, 0,O)). Each “additional ine segment” has one endpoint 
on a connector and the other closer to (l/2’, 0,O) than the endpoint of a connector 
on A, thus within i of ( 1/2i, 0,O). The length of each “additional line segment” is 
thuslessthanl+i+i=$, and the total length of a pair of “additional ine segments” 
is less than 3; thus, the l/2’-length of a homeomorphism from [0, l] onto a pair 
of “additional line segments” is 63 * 2j. 
If p is on C, there is a pair of straight line segments of total length less than 2 
leading from p to (0, 0,O). The l/2’-length of a homeomorphism from [0, l] onto 
this pair of segments i  ~2j+‘. 
If p is on a j-connector, there is an arc from p to the endpoint of the connector 
on A which is a subset of the j-connector. A homeomorphism from [0, l] to the 
union of this arc and the segment from the endpoint on A of the connector to 
(0, 0,O) (which has length less than 1) has l/2’-length ~2’+2’ = 2? 
If p is on a k-connector for k > j, p lies in a constituent segment of that connector. 
The distance from p to the midpoint of the constituent segment is at most 1/2k+1 <
l/2j. There is a pair of “additional line segments” leading from the midpoint to a 
j-connector, with total !ength less than 3. The l/2’-length of a homeomorphism 
from [0, l] onto the union of the segment from p to the midpoint, the “additional 
line segments”, the j-connector, and the segment from the endpoint on A of the 
j-&mnector to (O,O,O)is S1+3*2"-+2~~+2'=1+S* 2-j. 
If p is NJ a k-connector for k <j, p lies on a constituent segment of that connector. 
A pair of”‘additiona1 line segments ” leads from the midpoint to a k + 1 -connector. 
This process may be repeated to get to a k+2connector, and so on up to a 
j-connector, covering j or fewer portions of constituent segments and pairs of 
“additional line segments”. A homeomorphism from [0, l] onto the arc from p to 
((JO, 0) consisting of these portions of constituent segments and “additional line 
segments”, the j-connector eventually reached, and the segment from the endpoint 
of the j-connector on A to (a, 0, 0) has 1/2-j-length sj( 1+3 * 2’) +2’+2’ = 
j+(3j+2)2’. 
If p is on an “additional line segment”, it is within total distance less than 3 
along segments from a point on a connector, satisfying one of the last three cases. 
Thus, a path from p to (0, 0,O) found exceedin the maximum of the 
expressions in the last three cases 
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For an arbitrary p, the maximum of the bounds found in the cases above will 
serve as an upper bound on the minimum possible l/2’-length of a path from p to 
(o,o, 0). Since the I/2j-length of any path must be greater than or equal to the 
e-length, this is also a uniform upper bound on the minimum possible e-length of 
a path from p to the origin. Thus X is connected by uniformly short paths. 
X is not uniformly path connected. Since X is connected by uniformly short 
paths, we can find a family of paths P which contains an element connecting any 
two points, and all of whose elements have i-length less than or equal to some 
positive integer N 
Let i be any nonnegative integer. Let a be the endpoint not on A of the first 
O-connector on I&. Let w’ be a path from u to (0, 0,O) which belongs to R Let 
r=inf(tin[O, l]lw’(t) is on A}. Let w(t) = w’( rt) for each l in [0, l]. w is a path 
from u to a point on A, whose i-length is s the i-length of w’, which is <A!. For 
any t (: I, w(t) is not on A. w( 1) = w’(r) must be the endpoint of a connector on A. 
We claim that this connector is a k-connector, for some k s N, and that the image 
of w contains the whole of this connector. 
It is easy to establish that i s N. For any path of i-length 6 N whose interior 
does not meet A can make at most N transitions from one connector to another, 
since the only way to get from one connector to another without going onto A is 
to traverse a pair of “additional line segments”, and any pair of “additional line 
segments” has diameter greater than i. The path w starts on a O-connector, and a 
pair of additional line segments can join an m-connector to an n-connector only if 
n 4 m + I. Thus, in at most N transitions from one connector to another, starting 
at a O-connector, one can get to a k-connector only if k S N 
The image of w must contain an arc (homeomorph of [0, I]) from a to w( 1). 
Clearly, if this arc meets any pair of “additional line segments” in more than one 
point, it contains them, since neither endpoint is on an “additional line segment”. 
We claim that in traversing the arc from a to w(l), starting at a, we traverse any 
included pairs of “additional line segments” inward, in the sense that we start at a 
connector farther from Bi and end at a connector closer to Bi. If no pair is traversed, 
w(l) must be the endpoint of the first O-connector on Bi, and the arc must be the 
first O-connector, thus include it. If any pair is traversed, the first pair certainly must 
be traversed inward, since the connector Q is on is farthest from Bia If any pair is 
traversed outward, there must be a first pair which is traversed outward. But from 
any connector there is at most one pair which leads to a connector farther from Bi. 
Thus, the first pair traversed outward must be the same pair traversed inward just 
previously, which is impossible. This implies that the arc includes the whole of the 
connector which includes w( 1). For the pair of “additional line segments” by which 
we first arrive on the connector including w(1) must be traversed inward; any pair 
of “additional line segments” connects the midpoint of a constituent segment of a 
connector farther from Bi with the endpoint not on A of a connector closer to Bi; 
thus, the first point of the connector containing w( 1) which we reach when traversing 
the arc starting at Q is the endpoint not on A, This pair of “additional line segments” 
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must be the last that we traverse, because if we traverse another, we have to leave 
the segment containing w(1) going inward, and we have no way to return! Thus 
the arc must go from the endpoint not on h of the connector containing w( 1) to 
w( 1) without leaving that connector; it must contain the entire connector. 
Thus the e-length of w, and so of w’, must be at least he e-length of a homeomorph- 
ism from [0, l] onto a k-connector, for some k s Iv, and any positive real e. Let 
e = l/2 N+1. The e-length of a k-connector, k 6 IV, 2 (2i+ 1)2N, because the k- 
connector consists of (2i + 1) * 2’ straight line segments, each of length > 1/2k? 
But this means that there can be no uniform bound on the e-length of paths in P, 
since choosing i large enough makes this arbitrarily large. A family of paths 
connecting each pair of points in X and having a uniform bound on &length cannot 
have a uniform bound on e-length for each positive e. Thus X is not unifollnly 
path connected, and the theorem is proven. Cl 
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